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1. Innroduction.

Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold which is minimally immersed

in a unit sphere Sn+P(l) of dimension n+p. If Mn is compact, then many

authors studied them and obtained many beautiful results (for examples [1],

[3], [4], [5] and [6]). In this paper, we make use of Yau's maximum principle

to extend these results to complete manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded

from below.

2. Preliminaries.

Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold which is minimally

immersed in a unit sphere Sn+P(l) of dimension n+p. Then the second funda-

mental form h of the immersion is given by h{X, Y)=1XY―1 xY and it satisfies

h{X, Y)―h(Y, X), where 7 and 7 denote the covariant differentiationon Sn+P(l)

and Mn respectively, X and Y are vector fields on Mn. We choose a local

field of orthonormal frames eu ･･･,en, ■■■,en+p in Sn+P(l) such that, restricted

to Mn, the vector eu ･■･,en are tangent to Mn. We use the following conven-

tion on the range of indices unless otherwise stated: A, B, C, ･･･=!, 2, ･･･,

n+p; i, j, k, ■･･=!,2, ･･･, n; a, j8,■■･= n+l, ･■･,n+p. And we agree that

repeated indices under a summation sign without indication are summed over

the respective range. With respect to the frame fieldof Sn+P(l) chosen above,

let <5i,･■･,aJn+p be the dual frames. Then structure equations of Sn+P(l) are

given by

(2.1) da>A= ^,O)ABAa)B, &AB + <OBA= 0,

(2.2) d&AB ―S<3xcAd)cB ―WA/＼&B'

Restricting these forms to Mn, we have the structure equations of the immersion:

(2.3) (oa= 0,

(2.4) Q>ta='Eh?jQ><, h?j=h?it
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(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)
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d(i)ij='2iQ)ikA(0kj―0ij, Qij=i)'£Rijki<!>k Ao)i,

Rijki = (dikdji-dildjk)+-Z(h?kh3l-h?lh]k),

RaBij^Hih&hlj-hfMi).

Then, the second fundamental form h can be written as

(2.10)

If we define hfjk by

(2.11)

h(et,ej)=^hfjea

^h?jkQ>k = dh?j+^h^kJ+^hflj(oki-＼-'Zh＼j<opa,

then, from (2.2),(2.3) and (2.4), we have haiik-ham.

Let KN be the square of the length of curvature tensor of the normal

bundle, that is,

(2.12)

Setting

(2.13)

KN=^(h?Mj-hjMi)T

In this paper, we used the notations in [2].

Lemma 1 ([4] or [6]). If Mn is an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold

minimally immersed in a unit sphere Sn+P(l) of dimension n+p. Then, Simons'

equation

(2.14) jA＼＼h＼＼2=^(h?jky+I}(hfjh%lRim + h?jh?lRlkjk)--jKN

=H(MikY-KN-LN+n＼＼hf

holds good and

(2.15) ||/i||2=n(n-l)-i?,

where ＼＼h＼＼denotes the length of the second fundamental form h such that [|/i[|2=

S(/zt"02 and R is the scalar curvature of Mn.

Lemma 2 ([7]). Let Mn be a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci

curvature bounded from below. Let f be a C2-function bounded from above on

M'n, then for all s>0, there exists a point x in Mn at which
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(2

(2

16)

17)

18)
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A/<£.
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3. Main results.

Theorem 1. Let M" be an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold

minimally immersed in a unit sphere Sn+P{l) of dimension n+p with Ricci

curvature bounded from below. Then either Mn is totallygeodesic, in thiscase,

Mn=Sn(l) holds locally or inf R£n(n-l)-n/(2-l/p).

Proof. According to Lemma 1, we have

(3.1)
^AWhf^th^T-Kx-Lx+nWhV,

Because

(3.2)

we get

(3.3)

%j k ij ij

KN

(3.1) and (3.3) imply

S(S(A?A/ii-/iJ^^))2^2S(S(^f;)2S(/ji)2)
k ij ij

2||/z||4-22C2(/*?;)2)2.

(3.4) ^A＼＼hr^＼＼hr{n-{2-l/p)＼＼hf}. (see [1] or [4])

If inf R>n(n―1)―n/(2―l/p), from Lemma 1, we have

(3.5) ||/z||2=n(n-l)-i?

Hence, ＼＼hfis bounded. We define f=＼＼h＼＼2,F=(f + a)1/2 (where a>0 is any

positive constant number). F is bounded because ＼＼h＼＼2is bounded.

dF=hf+a)-^df,

+ a)-3'2＼＼df＼＼2+(f+a)-^Jf＼

=j{-2＼＼dF＼＼2+Jf}(f+a)-^

_1_

IF
{-2＼＼dF＼＼>+Af}.
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Hence, F4F=-＼＼dF＼＼*+^Af, namely,

(3.6) jdf=FAF+＼＼dF＼＼＼

Applying the Lemma 2 to F, we have for all s>0, there exists a point x in

Mn such that at x

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) imply

(3.10) ＼f<

||dF(x)||<≪.

JF(x)<e,

F(x)>supF ―s

e2+Fe = e(e+F) (from F>0).

We take the sequence {em} such that sm―>0 (m―>oo) and for all m, there exists

a point xm in Mn such that (3.7),(3.8) and (3.9) hold good. Hence,

em(sm+F(xm))->Q (m-≫oo) (because F is bounded).

On the other hand, from (3.9),

F(xm)>supF ―em.

Because F is bounded, (F(xm)} is a bounded sequence, we get

F(xm)―>F0 (if necessary, we can choose subsequence).

Hence,

Fo^supF.

According to the properties of supremum, we have

(3.11)

From the definitionof F, we get

F0=supF

(3.12) f(xm)―>/0=sup/0 (from F0=sup;F)

From (3.4)and (3.10),we obtain

/[n-(2-l/j&)/]£-i-J/<s≪+≪F,

f(xm)ln-(2-l/p)f(xm)']<ell+emF(xm)£e2m + enF(l

Let m->oo, we have sm-^0, /(xm)―>/0.Hence,

/o[n-(2-l/*)/0]^0
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1) If fo=O> we have /=||/i||2=0, hence Mn is totally geodesic, from [4],

we know Mn=Sn(i) holds locally.

2) If /0>0, we have

n-(2-l//>)/0^0,

fo^n/(2-l/p),

that is, sup||/i||2^n/(2-l/£). From (2.15),

inf J?^n(n-l)-n/(2-l//>)

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let Mn be an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold

with Ricci curvature bounded from below which is minimally immersed in a unit

sphere S"+P(l) of dimension n+p. If KN=Q, then, either Mn is totallygeodesic

and Mn=Sn(l) holds locally or inf R<n(n-2).

Proof. Because KN=

(3.13)

0 if and only if, for any a, /3

2(S(/*?*^-/tf*/i&))8=0,
a k

fA||/i||2^-LN+n＼＼h＼＼2

^n＼＼h＼＼*-＼＼h＼V

= l|/*U2(n-||/*|!2)(see [4])

Hence, using the same arguments as Theorem 1, we have ＼＼h＼＼2=0or sup||/z||2

^n. Thus, from Lemma 1, we know either Mn is totally geodesic and Mn=

Sn(l) holds locally or inf R^n(n-2).
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